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Q.1

A.1

Can you talk about the federated business units problem where all units measure 
separate KPIs, a common issue at corporates like mine?

That’s a very interesting question and in fact this is a universal problem. Across all the digital 
customer programmes we have run to date, we’ve faced the same problem everywhere and that is 
the biggest hurdle to cross. Traditionally most large enterprises created competition between 
different departments by giving each department their own set of KPI's (Key Performance 
Indicators)—marketing has their own set of KPI's for measuring satisfaction, sales has their own set 
of KPI's to measure satisfaction, call centres have their own set of KPI's to measure satisfaction. 
Organizations traditionally created this competition so that each channel learns from each other 
and tries to excel, but over the years this has created a big challenge: Each individual channel some 
way or the other tries to influence the customer experience as per their own whims without 
keeping in consideration how the customer has interacted with other channels in their previous 
touch points. So there is less emphasis on the overall needs and wants of the customer and more 
emphasis on the impulse needs of the customer on a particular channel, and that’s where the 
problem begins. 

The way we solve this problem at Blueocean is that we first start with standardization of measures. 
We start meeting different departments and looking at their different KPI's as well as the 
underlying metrics that they look at on a daily, weekly, and monthly basis as a part of their 
dashboards and scorecards. And then we start bringing some standardization around that. When I 
say standardization, I mean standardization in terms of the definitions, in terms of how they should 
be derived, and in terms of the underlying data sources used for arriving at that metric. So we bring 
standardization on all three levels and then we have to get buy in from the senior executive team 
to enforce that as a part of an organizational charter. This way every department feels that this is 
one goal “we” all are going after as an organization; it’s not about marketing or about sales, it’s 
about “my company”. It’s not an easy problem to solve and we’ve found the best way to do it is by 
doing Proof of Concept (PoC) with at least two departments. For instance, we may bring marketing 
and sales together, do one or two PoC’s together, give them that common shared goal and then use 
them as a case study to scale up the innovation or learning to other departments.

Q.2

A.2

Which two departments would you recommend we start in? We are a large 
international technology firm. We have many of the landscapes you described but 
are not aligned across business units.

I would not say there is any silver bullet or any cookie cutter approach. I’ll share with you what we 
have learned and experienced at Blueocean. If you are a telecom player, starting with your 
marketing and the call centre as the initial two departments is a good way to get there. If you’re a 
technology player and have strong B2C and B2B channels, sales and marketing departments would 
be a good start. But they should be two separate departments. If you are a banking customer or a 

bank provider or maybe a financial services organization, start with your digital and marketing 
team. You need to pick two departments. If you are talking about how different business units in 
your organization are not aligned and have separate goals and aspirations, that’s a tough battle to 
fight. They are very used to this kind of environment – there’s a cultural thing here – and it’s very 
difficult for these different business units to start behaving and working as a team. But someone 
has to start somewhere and that's where we believe getting an executive buy-in is very critical. 
You need to have one C-level executive who really evangelizes this whole notion of digital 
customer experience, who has omnichannel in his charter as part of the vision of the company, 
and who facilitates an environment for you where you can pick two departments and bring them 
on the same page with a common goal. I know it’s a tough challenge, and it will take six months 
to a year, but you have to start somewhere. 
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Q.3

A.3

We started a similar (to DCX) initiative a while back and only delivered personalised 
message online campaigns. There was some company reorganization after that, and 
we now have changed plans. What do you recommend?

What we have noticed and learned in the last few years while running the DCX programme is that 
most times it’s easier to start this programme with one or two different channels instead of running 
this programme at an organization wide scale and expecting all the departments to join your 
mission or vision and collaborate on that. We have to start with some good two or three Proof of 
Concept quick wins. Considering marketing is at the top of the funnel, the friction is kind of lower 
there as compared to some of the bottom of the funnel channels, whether it’s merchandizing, or 
your supply chain, or the call canter. You could start with the marketing channel – start showing 
some quick wins by making your brand awareness and even your performance based campaigns 
more personalized, more targeted. And based on the learnings you get from there, you can always 
scale it up to other channels. 

However, if you restrict yourself to one channel only, if you started with marketing alone, then it’s 
very difficult to scale it up to other channels. What we have learned through our experiences is that 
if you are starting with marketing, then you should also involve either merchandizing and/or call 
centre along with that. Have two or three departments with a common goal and work with them 
towards the first proof of concept. This then becomes a very digestible case study for other 
departments. Having a common goal and shared success makes the initiatives easier to sell to 
executives in other departments. That’s what we have learned.
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Watch Recorded 
Webinar

Raise your Digital Customer 
Experience Quotient

Write to us at info@blueoceanmi.com 
or call at +91-22-4068-2822 to arrange 
for a free DCX Strategy Assessment 
Workshop and DCX Maturity Checklist 
with Blueocean Market Intelligence. 

Blueocean Market Intelligence is a global analytics 
and insights provider that helps corporations realize 
a 360-degree view of their customers through data 
integration and a multi-disciplinary approach that 
enables sound, data-driven business decisions.

Since we live in a highly dynamic and 
multi-dimensional world, we believe the most 
effective business decisions come from a synthesis 
of data streams and not from one-dimensional 
sources.

Using our 360 Discovery approach, we ensure the 
comprehensive use of all available structured and 
unstructured data sources, enabling us to bring the 
best to bear against each engagement. Strong 
decision support is enabled through a combination 
of analytics, domain expertise, engineering and 
visualization skills brought together in harmony.

Leading companies have benefited from our 
partnership with financial growth, 360 views of their 
markets and competition, and improved customer 
acquisition, satisfaction and retention.

For more information or to request a consultation, 
please email info@blueoceanmi.com or visit us 
online at www.blueoceanmi.com.

About Blueocean Market 
Intelligence
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